
THE KITE RUNNER 

THE HERO’S JOURNEY ESSAY OUTLINE: FORMULA ESSAY 

According to the scholar Joseph Campbell there are stories from many cultures that have similar patterns. One 

common storyline is the hero cycle. The hero (usually the protagonist of the story) goes through various stages 

in order to learn from the experiences and transform into a better person.  During the hero’s journey, he or she 

will move into a real and/or metaphorical world of darkness, which is called the “belly of the whale.”  This 

stage in the hero cycle involves many struggles and obstacles that the hero must overcome in order to change.   

 

Directions: Amir is the hero in the novel The Kite Runner. Write a 6-page essay demonstrating how the hero 

Amir follows the hero cycle. Before you write your essay complete the items below. Keep in mind that when 

you write your essay, depending on your choices, the items may not all be used or in the order they are listed. 

 

Note: The words in bold are definitions of important terms. Please feel free to use these terms in your essays. 

 

PARAGRAPH ONE: INTRODUCTION 

 What is the definition of archetypes? 

 Who is the hero archetype from the novel? 

 What is the name of the novel? 

 Who is the author? 

 Does the hero follow the hero pattern? 

 Thesis statement: Does your hero follow the initiation or quest story? Or both? What does your hero learn 

from this experience? There are several events that lead Amir from the self-centered, insecure boy seen 

in the beginning of the novel to the maturing man presented at the end. 



PARAGRAPH TWO: BODY  

 What kind of person is the hero in the beginning of the novel? 

 Does he or she have an unusual birth? 

 What is the relationship he or she has with his father and/or mother? 

 What is the separation stage? What is crossing the threshold? The hero crosses into the field of adventure, 

leaving the known world for a realm where the laws and limits as yet are unknown. 

 Is there a archetypal scapegoat in this novel? Who is the scapegoat? What happens to him? 

 How is the title of the novel significant? 

 How does your hero follow the separation stage/ crossing the threshold? 

 Are there symbols that support the hero’s experience in this stage? 

 Passage:  Include one passage from the novel that reflects one of the ideas above and place the passage next 

to that idea. 

 

 Transitional sentence: How does the separation stage relate to the next stage of the hero cycle? 



PARAGRAPH THREE: BODY 

 What is the stuggle-intiation stage? The Road of Trials? A series of tests or tasks the hero must undergo 

to begin the transformation. Often the person fails one or more of these tests, which often occur in 

threes. 

 Discuss one obstacle the hero must overcome 

 Discuss another obstacle the hero must overcome 

 Discuss another obstacle the hero must overcome 

 Are there any symbols that support the hero’s experience in this stage 

 Passage:  Include one passage from the novel that reflects one of the ideas above and place the passage next 

to that idea. 

 

 Transitional sentence: How does the separation stage relate to the next stage of the hero cycle? 



PARAGRAPH FOUR: BODY 

 What is the “belly of the whale” experience for the hero?  

 Is there an archetypal demonic adversary in this novel? Who is the demonic adversary? What does he look 

like? How does he behave? How does he treat the hero? 

 

 How do you know that this experience is the most difficult and brings about the transformation of our hero? 

 How does the hero emerge from this dark experience? 

 What is the apotheosis stage? The hero dies a physical or spiritual death. A person’s fulfillment before 

the hero begins the return. 

 

 Describe the hero’s apotheosis stage 

 What is the freedom to live stage? Mastery leads to freedom from the fear of death, which in turn is freedom 

to live. 

 When does the hero experience the freedom to live stage? 

 Are there any symbols that support the hero’s experience in this stage 

 Passage:  Include one passage from the novel that reflects one of the ideas above and place the passage next 

to that idea. 

 

 Transitional sentence: How does the separation stage relate to the next stage of the hero cycle? 



PARAGRAPH FIVE: BODY 

 What is the crossing of the return threshold? The hero needs to retain the wisdom gained from the quest, 

to integrate that wisdom into human life, and then figure out how to share it with the rest of the 

world. 

 When does the return occur? Does the hero die or live? 

 Does the hero experience atonement? How has the hero transformed? 

 Are there any symbols that support the hero’s experience in this stage 

 Passage:  Include one passage from the novel that reflects one of the ideas above and place the passage next 

to that idea. 

 

 

PARAGRAPH SIX: CONCLUSION 

 Wrap-up your details 

 

 Give final thoughts about the hero and what he  learns 

 


